Biofuels will fly high, U.S. officials predict

Agriculture secretary outlines plan for American production, including building refineries and growing feedstocks

By Jon Hilkevitch, Chicago Tribune reporter

January 17, 2012

The Obama administration is committed to "help buy down the cost" of building refineries and growing feedstocks for use in producing clean, renewable aviation fuels, even though the current price of such biofuels is at least three times higher than regular jet fuel, U.S. Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack said Monday in Chicago.

The plan for American-produced biofuels that Vilsack outlined before business and airline industry officials is aimed at creating thousands of jobs, especially in the rural economy; establishing energy security by reducing dependence on foreign oil; and slowing global warming, he said.

"The beauty of this is that it stimulates what America does best: innovation," Vilsack told a business round table held at Boeing Co. headquarters in the Loop.

"It makes a lot more sense to buy (energy) from the farmer down the road" than rely on overseas markets, he added.

The administration's strategy mirrors longtime government policies that subsidize farmers. It relies heavily on providing grants, loan guarantees and tax breaks to build biofuel refineries and research centers; paying farmers to switch from growing traditional feedstocks to nonfood biofuel-related production; and providing funding for biofuel producers to purchase the feedstock, Vilsack said.

Even with all that help, it hasn't been proven whether biofuels can become economically viable for the airline industry, which consumes 17 billion to 19 billion gallons of jet fuel a year, according to the U.S. Department of Transportation. Jet fuel currently costs about $3.15 a gallon, while aviation biofuel runs $16 a gallon and up, experts said.

Vilsack said he envisioned Florida biofuel refineries using citrus waste, Pacific Northwest units processing woody biomass waste from forestry and facilities in the Northeast processing native grasses "and other things that grow in abundance and have little value."

The effort is backed by more than $1 billion in U.S. government investments and, if
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Biofuel levels ever reach large-scale production, the promise of a ready customer: the U.S. Navy.

Airlines would be next in line to purchase excess biofuel at competitive prices, Vilsack said.

Continental Airlines operated the first revenue passenger biofuel flight in the U.S. in November from Houston to O'Hare International Airport. The flight used fuel derived from microbial algae. Alaska Airlines and Horizon Air soon followed using a biofuel blend made from recycled cooking oil.

It's unclear when the next biofuel flights will occur. The industry has set a goal of using biofuels for 1 percent of its fuel needs by 2015.

Billy Glover, Boeing's vice president of environment and aviation policy, said it's difficult to make predictions, but the key to lowering the price rests with increasing production.

"We are just at the beginning of a very exciting biofuel industry," Glover said.
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Comments (2)

anonymous12 at 5:52 PM January 17, 2012
DOE BIOMASS PROGRAM AND ALGAE RESEARCHERS NEED TO BE INVESTIGATED!
Solydra story is opening a huge can of worms at the DOE LOAN GUARANTEE LOAN PROGRAM. Its not just about the Solar loan guarantee program. Look at all the millions in fees collected by the DOE LOAN GUARANTEE PROGRAM with projects 20% completed. Also, an audit needs to be done on DOE GRANTS to individuals from the DOE that are now working in private industry. Very incestuous! There needs to be an audit on each individual loan program for amount funded and results!

The US taxpayer has spent over $2.5 billion dollars over the last 50 years on algae research. To date, nothing has been commercialized by any algae researcher. The REAL question is: Does the DOE BIOMASS PROGRAM really want the US off of foreign oil or do they want to continue funding more grants for algae research to keep algae researchers employed at universities for another 50 years? In business, you are not given 50 years to research anything. The problem is in the Congressional Mandate that says the DOE can only use taxpayer monies on algae research, NOT algae production in the US. So far, research has not got the US off of foreign oil for the last 50 years!

A Concerned Taxpayer
gttaylor at 3:36 PM January 17, 2012

This is idiocy! The country is finally figuring out that subsidizing farmers to use farm land that could otherwise be producing food in order to produce alcohol for car fuel makes no sense - environmentally, economically or morally. Congress is finally trying to unwind the gasohol subsidy mess and now the Obama administration wants to expand the concept to jet fuel. The administration's energy and environmental policies are totally clueless! This idea makes Solyndra look brilliant!